the four elements phrenology
phlogiston theory

what is beauty
self identity
what is life the nature of originality

the universe is a simulation theory personal identity
what is justice the nature of creativity persistence of personhood

falsified scientific theory

spontaneous generation
natural medicine
déjà vu ESP

conspiracy theory
immortal secretly living among us

the Greek gods were really aliens
alien origin of ghosts

flying saucers crackpot theory

Prime Directive

the domain
of anti-reason

Chariot of the Gods

alien abduction
alien origin of humanoid life

the devil was really an alien

ethics

metaphysics

civilization vs. savagery
the nature of reality

the calculus of human life

Jack the Ripper was really an alien
Bermuda Triangle

can machines have souls

Liar's Paradox

the nature of taste

Sophie's choice

alien experiment

Atlantis

does God exist

the nature of good

killing in self-defense

the good of the many
vs. the needs of the few

the nature of sentience

what is natural

what is civilization

Temporal Prime Directive
The Hippocratic Oath

what is perfection

the nature of cuteness
and evil the nature of memory

pedagogy
animal training
ecology

philosophy

geoengineering

genetic engineering

archaeology

scientific
discipline
terraforming

AI learning

nanotechnology

hit and run tactic
fright tactic

first strike tactic

military tactics defensive tactics

passive lure tactic

sneak attack tactic

send a scout tactic
military secrets

brains vs. braun

scorched earth

the domain
of reason

the pursuit
of knowledge

self-destruct tactic

military brinkmanship
agility vs. strength
flee to fight another day

the art of war

the nature of persuasion the nature of individuality
the nature of men

the art of flattery
admiration for strength
the nature of death

the human mind and big numbers

the nature of human emotions

human nature

deductive reasoning

tap dancing literature appreciation

calligraphy
sculpture
art appreciation theater of the absurd
meaning in music

the nature of children the nature of conflict
the nature of human perception of time
the nature of humor
the nature of sneezing
the
nature
of
love
the nature of friendship

the nature of the senses the nature of the subconscious
the nature of torture
the nature of war

the reasons for playing games

there are no shortcuts in life

encoding a message in DNA

the science of the greenhouse effect

the value of testing a hypothesis
transcendental numbers

the domain
of faith

there is no such thing as a free lunch
the greatest among us is the smallest in another world

one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter

there is value in diversity

legends sometimes have a basis in fact

power corrupts

a danger shared can bring people together

words of wisdom

evil needs followers
hate begets hate

be careful what you wish for

what is ugly might still be good
love does not transcend all bounds
people may not always live up to their reputations reliance on a single point of failure is unwise
the winners write history there is value in experience
true beauty comes from within
we need our darker emotions but in moderation
you can't force someone to love you

Christian apologetics

messiah

divine balance

organized religion

the fulfillment of prophesy

secrets are fleeting

beauty is in the eye of the beholder
when in Rome don't judge prematurely
first impressions last
good is stronger than evil
living underground is not natural
he will triumph who knows when to fight and when not to fight
there is weakness in conformism
two heads are better than one if we adopt the way of the enemy we become the enemy

the promised land

the devil
a god and his people faith
center of the universe ideology
polytheism

war is sometimes justified

hatred unites

scientific methodology

the logic of reverse psychology
the vastness of the universe

the power of Kirk's willpower thethesoul
laws of men and God
the afterlife
the end of the world

one cannot cheat fate it's good to die at 75 years of age
there is always a third course he who laughs last laughs best we're not so different after all
people can change
evil can come in the guise of beauty
there is value in redundancy
carpe diem perception is reality
war is petty
ignorance is bliss
appearances can be deceiving you have to take chances to get ahead
love conquers all

topics in science

the placebo effect
skill vs. random chance
distance to orbit
Fourier series
evolution
simulation of a mathematical model The Copernican Principle asteroid deflection the science of anti-matter
exponential growth
counterfactuals
the seeding of space with life
prime numbers
diverging humanoid evolution

the theater stand up comedy

the arts

the nature of grief

the workings of computers

theory vs. practice
the value of basic calculus
the value of pi probabilistic reasoning
speed of light limitation
the butterfly effect
human body composition
planet hunting geometric growth
soliton wave
randomization
grand unification theory
Lagrange point general relativity
Fermat's last theorem
light refraction
generation loss
logarithmic scale cell division
non-linear effects
symbiosis

acting
music appreciation painting
art criticism
meaning in art
poetry

the art of smalltalk

topics in technology

the science of oil lamps the biology of high yield grain

the value of product testing

the domain
of man

the instinct for violence

the qualities of a good leader

the mechanics of firearms
the chemistry of gunpowder

the workings of irrigation

defection
the importance of not displaying weakness
military strategy
the psychology of torture

science

etiology

superstition

the supernatural mystical belief
sympathetic magic

miracle working

shamanism

seance
the power of willpower
mysticism
faith healing
the power of belief

ghosts

destinywitch doctoring

the power of intuition

the power of thought

vs. reason

